
25 September 2009 

Our ref: DSR:zor:8518 
Your ref: 38927 

The General Manager 
Attention: Ms Jasmine Tan 
Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition and Consumer Competition 
GPO Box 3131 
CANBERRA ACT 260 1 

Dear Ms Tan 

Edosh Pty Ltd: Notification of exclusive dealing (third line forcing): 
Response to request for further information 

I refer to your letter dated 18 September 2009 requesting further information 
regarding the notification (Notification) by Edosh Pty Ltd (eDosh) lodged on 14 
September 2009. 

1 The Date that eDosh proposes to commence engaging in the proposed conduct 

The proposed arrangement has not yet commenced marketing to the public. The 
expected start date is 28 September 2009. Currently, eDosh is in beta testing. The 
testing group includes a number of professionals such as accountants and 
accomplished businessmen. The testing group will form the core of eDosh as 
founding members. 

There are approximately 40 members in the testing group at the moment, with that 
expected to grow as these members introduce new members join the beta testing. The 
intention is to trial the arrangements using the testing group, seek their feedback on 
how the arrangements arc working and what is desirable from users' point of view. 
This has already resulted in a number of process improvements based on user 
preferences. 

2 Reasons for the Referral Commission structure, including the commissions for 
up to the fifth level of referral 

The Referral Commissions are in essence marketing expenses for eDosh. From the 
point of view of the members of eDosh, the Referral Commissions arc a reward for 
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growing the business of eDosh and for selecting and referring other people who are 
able to save by using the system and also capable of growing the business of eDosh. 

eDosh has chosen to use a multilevel marketing structure to grow its business. This is 
a legitimate and acceptable business strategy. Ideologically, the founders of eDosh 
believe that paying the members (through R e f e d  Commissions) .for marketing 
activities is preferable to incurring high costs on traditional advertising. The founders 
of eDosh also feel strongly that they prefer to put these funds in the hands of eDosh 
members as opposed to other third parties. This strategy is regarded as a more cost 
effective way of increasing membership and in line with the eDosh ideals of helping 
its members pay less and earn more. 

Members can earn commissions if they themselves purchase products and services. 
However, to earn commissions from their downline, there is a requirement that the 
members only can commissions if they assist their downline save (by earning 
commissions on their own purchases). This promotes a proactive member base that is 
focused on helping their down line save more. 

As regards the payment of Referral Commissions down to the fifth level, the 
following observations can be made: 

Many multilevel marketing arrangements pay commissions up to the eighth or 
ninth level of referrals. eDosh has adopted a conservative approach and will 
pay commissions up to only the fifth level with no additional bonuses that 
extend on entire downlines (as seen in other multilevel marketing 
arrangements). The reason for this is that the founders of eDosh believe that 
this will erode the benefit to the members and their referrers. 

It is a feature of multilevel marketing arrangements to provide commissions 
for more than just the consumer who purchases a product. In eDosh's view, a 
balance needs to be reached between the commission that goes to the member 
who makes the purchase, and the referral member. In the first place, the 
commission paid to the member who makes the purchase must be significant 
enough to incentivise the members to use eDosh for purchases. On the other 
hand, the referring members need to be motivated to recruit more members. 
Once again, it should be highlighted that the referring members only derive 
commissions if their downline save on their purchases. Thereby promoting 
referring members to focus on assisting their downline identify saving 
opportunities. 

Members benefit from purchasing products and services as members of eDosh. 
This is because they receive commissions which effectively lower the price of 
those products and services. The commissions are only available to members 
by virtue of their membership with eDosh and because eDosh is able to 
negotiate a lower price or a commission from the supplier. The commissions 
to members who purchase products and services will differ according to each 
supplier. 

The choice of the fifth level was arrived a t  by working with a number of 
models and consulting with a number of advisers and users. of those other 
models. The choice is believed to incentivise the members to be proactive in 
developing their downlines by recruiting members to eDosh. eDosh believes 
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that although conservative, this structure will promote membership and allow 
members to derive commissions of a- significant level, but only by assisting 
their downline to make significant savings on purchases. 

3 Expected public benefits from the use of Referral Commissions 

The public benefits have already been referred to in the Notification as lower prices 
for members of eDosh and the promotion of competition in the relevant industries. 

Since the time that the Notification was prepared and lodged with the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission, eDosh has negotiated or is in the process of 
negotiating other supply agreements. These will be notified to ACCC in due course, 
however, we do not believe that the notification of those arrangements should impact 
the Notification in question, because the arrangements in all cases are similar. The 
only signilicant differences relate to the size of the commission apportioned to the 
members. Foremost in eDosh's business model is that through the power of numbers, 
eDosh is able to provide to its members an opportunity to benefit from lower prices. 

In the words of my client: 

"When we speak of paying less, this is a term that includes two components - 
discounts and commissions on purchases made. At times, members yill also get 
discounts available to them for being part of the eDo$h community. These discounts 
are 100% earned by our members. With most suppliers, we get paid on the cost of the 
products at the end of the purchase process - after they have enjoyed all discounts 
available to the general public - and in some instances, after discounts available only 
to eDo$h members." 

"The term "by the people for the people" may be a bit of a clichC, but we take it 
seriously at eDo$h. Our goal is to be seen as the organisation that redistributes some 
of the intermediary payments back to the people. Everyone knows that many people 
benefit from the sale of an item - it often includes many people getting paid along the 
way until it is finally purchased by them." 

"In our opinion eDosh could ahnost be looked at as the opposite of a monopoly as we 
believe it will keep the large players honest, and provide the public with more choice 
and power as thc mcmbership grows." 

As regards to the business model of eDosh, compared to other multilevel marketing 
arrangements, my client submits that there are basic flaws underlying many of the 
existing multilevel companies: 

Joining fees or annual fees constitute a barrier to entry. They are often in the 
region of $250 to $1000 for companies analysed by eDosh after looking at all 
other hidden costs. The annual fees for eDosh are significantly lower at $39.95 
with feedback from beta testers bclieving it to be an insignificant amount for 
the value they are getting. 

There are high minimum monthly spending requirements. These can be up to 
$250 per month on products that the members may not even need. There are 
no minimum monthly spending requirements for eDosh. 
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Some multilevel marketing arrangements require members to hold stock. This 
is not a requirement for eDosh. 

Commission payment structures and bonus payment structures of up to 8 
levels result in increased prices for products due to the amount of commission 
payable fiom the sale price. Thc eDosh Referral Commissions are calculated 
on an entirely different basis and a ldt more conservative. 

Some multilevel marketing arrangements have only a limited product range 
(such as cleaning products or health products). This is in contrast to eDosh 
which will bring in suppliers of products and services of various kinds, and 
change them according to the wishes and needs of members. 

From eDosh's point of view, many multilevel marketing companies focus on 
making money first and their products second. The philosophy of eDosh is for 
the members to pay less and earn more. 

4 Copies of promotional material 

Please refer to the attached promotional booklet: eDosh Independent Broch V2.pdf. 

The eDosh website will also contain promotional videos. 

5 Documents relating to the membership process, including membership forms 
and any other information regarding membership fees, terms and conditions 

Please refer to the attached membership agreement. This agreement will be available 
in electronic form on the website. 

6 Documents relating to any other fees incurred by members during membership 

Please refer to the attached membership agreement. 

7 Documents relating to any payments or other incentives made to members 
during membership 

Please refer to the attached membership agreement. 

Yours faithfully 




